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Adoption Information 
 

Thank you for your interest in adopting an equine from Blue Moon Rescue & Sanctuary. Please read our 
adoption policy carefully. Our goal is to find loving, forever homes for the equines in our care. These are 
our most basic requirements 
 
*Adopters must complete and submit our adoption application along with a signed adoption agreement 
 
*Adopters are financially, legally and morally responsible for the adopted equine. 
 
*Interested adopters must provide at least 2 references familiar with equine.  
 
*Adopters understand mares are not to be bred.  
 
*During the first year, Blue Moon Rescue & Sanctuary may do periodic inspections (with notification to the 
Adopter). At the end of the year, a final inspection may take place. If at anytime during the first year, the 
‘Adoption Policy’ guidelines are not being met, the horse must be returned to Blue Moon Rescue & 
Sanctuary without any reimbursements or compensation to the original adopter.  
 
*If for any reason, the adopter can no longer care for the equine, Blue Moon Rescue & Sanctuary shall be 
notified and arrangements will be made for the return of the equine. Encumbrances of any liens, including 
feed liens will not apply.  
 
*Adopters are to understand that all health and behavioral conditions of adopted equine may not be 
obvious and Blue Moon Rescue & Sanctuary cannot know all of the details of adopted equine’s history.  
 
*Adopter is advised to consult a licensed veterinarian and trainer to evaluate adopted equine. 
 
*Adopter will agree to provide a minimum of the following:  

 3 sided shelter  

 A turn out area of no less than 5,000 sq feet that is free of barb wire 

 Physical contact with other livestock such as another equine, cow, goat etc.  

 24/7 access to clean water 

 Sufficient feed 

 Proper hoof & dental care, veterinary care as needed  
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